WALL CLADDING

ANTIMICROBIAL TROBLOC®
PVC THERMOPLASTICS PROVES TO BE “BUG” PROOF
TroBloc® M and F is a true wall cladding solution that prevent microbes,
bacteria, viruses and moulds that come in contact with the surface from
proliferating. This antimicrobial effect is achieved without the use of toxins,
biocides or antibodies.

TroBloc® M - Antimicrobial Wall Covering | Prevention and control
of multi drug-resistant bacteria in medical facilities
Whenever weak patients come into contact with germs, their safe treatment
and rapid recovery are put at risk. That is why top hygiene standards are
required in hospitals, GP surgeries and care homes. TroBloc® M prevents
the spread of bacteria, viruses, mould and even MRSA (methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus) without using toxins or antibiotics. S u r f a c e s a r e
easy to clean with standard cleaning agents, supporting medical staff’s
efforts to maintain top hygiene standards.
Applications: Wall cladding in sick rooms, surgeries, hospital corridors,
nursing homes, pharmaceutical companies, medical practices.

TroBloc® F - Antimicrobial Wall Covering | Safe production and
processing of food.
The prevention and control of bacteria is of great importance in food
processing areas. The antimicrobial action of TroBloc® F wall covering
prevents microbes, including Escherichia coli, from being able to multiply on
the surface although no toxins or antibiotics are used in the material.
TroBloc® F makes it easier to meet top hygiene standards, ensuring a safer
and more hygienic production environment for processing of food.
Applications: Covering for walls, ceilings, doors and surfaces in food
production and food packaging, meat and poultry processing, beverage
industry, catering environments, dairy industry, canteen kitchens.
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Antimicrobial effect against MRSA – TroBloc® M
Antimicrobial effect against Escherichia Coli – TroBloc® F
Constant, long-lasting effect caused by non migration of active ingredient
High chemical resistance. (Won’t be effected by cleaning agents.)
Extremely scratch resistant.
Dirt repellent and easily to clean.
Can be glued on the reverse side and seamlessly installed. (No gaps like
with tiled surfaces.)
Can be bent at 90º angles for a seamless fit around corners as well.
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Easy-to-clean-effect:
With TroBloc, even
large surface areas
can be cleaned fast.
Fluid runs off
immediately, taking
adherent substances
and particles with it.
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